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Abstract
Automatic speech-to-speech translation (S2S) is one of the most
challenging speech and language processing tasks, especially
when considering its application to real-time settings. Recent
advances on streaming Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR),
simultaneous Machine Translation (MT) and incremental neu-
ral Text-To-Speech (TTS) make it possible to develop real-time
cascade S2S systems with greatly improved accuracy. On the
way to simultaneous machine interpretation, a state-of-the-art
cascade streaming S2S system is described and empirically as-
sessed in the simultaneous interpretation of European Parlia-
ment debates. We pay particular attention to the TTS compo-
nent, particularly in terms of speech naturalness under a variety
of response-time settings, as well as in terms of speaker simi-
larity for its cross-lingual voice cloning capabilities.
Index Terms: speech-to-speech translation, incremental text-
to-speech, cross-lingual voice cloning, simultaneous machine
interpretation

1. Introduction
S2S has been one of the most challenging tasks in the field of
natural language processing for many years [1, 2]. At this time,
however, we are closer than ever to seeing accurate S2S systems
thanks to the steady progress in deep learning for speech and
language processing tasks, particularly ASR, MT and TTS. In-
deed, although holistic, end-to-end systems are also being tried
with good results, the more traditional cascade systems pipelin-
ing ASR, MT and TTS components, are now achieving impres-
sive state-of-the-art results [3, 4].

Fueled by its immense applicability in real-life settings, re-
search in simultaneous S2S is certainly gaining momentum. In
this regard, to us, there are at least three main research chal-
lenges of great importance to build effective simultaneous cas-
cade systems. First of all, the ASR component has to work
under a strict streaming regime; that is, subject to the constraint
that output must be delivered in nearly real time, only within a
short delay or latency after the incoming audio stream. Then, as
with its predecessor, the MT component has to deliver its out-
put almost immediately, in a simultaneous fashion, even if no
“complete” input sentence is available for translation. Finally,
the TTS component is faced with the same constraint: speech
synthesis has to start from just a prefix of the “complete” in-
put sentence. All in all, these constraints make conventional
(offline) sentence-level ASR, MT and TTS systems impracti-
cal for simultaneous S2S [5]. Instead, they have to be replaced
by well-fitted systems for streaming ASR, simultaneous MT and
incremental TTS.

This work presents a novel, full-fledged cascade simulta-
neous S2S system built from state-of-the-art streaming ASR,

simultaneous MT, and incremental TTS components. The ASR
component follows a hybrid HMM-DNN approach to streaming
ASR we are developing from a streaming-optimized decoder
built on top of advanced acoustic and language models also op-
timized for streaming [6, 7, 8]. The MT component is based on
the recently proposed multi-k approach to simultaneous MT [9].
Then, at the end of the pipeline, the TTS component is designed
according to the latest developments in the field, as an end-to-
end deep learning architecture including a number of refine-
ments for fast, incremental multilingual and multi-speaker TTS.
Due to its novelty with respect to our preceding work, more
emphasis is put on the TTS component. The assessment of the
proposed system is conducted on a realistic simultaneous ma-
chine interpretation task for European Parliament debates, from
the newly introduced Europarl-ST dataset [10]. For brevity, in
this work we limit ourselves to machine interpretation from En-
glish to Spanish, and the other way around. Each component
is first assessed in terms of quality, using appropriate, conven-
tional criteria in each case, and then the full pipeline is evaluated
in terms of latency on a single, standard PC. Although quality
and speed are mutually conflicting objectives, and thus differ-
ent trade-offs between them can be chosen, we show that results
close to state-of-the-art quality can be achieved by the proposed
S2S system running on a standard PC with an ear-voice span
latency roughly doubling that of human interpreters (3–6 secs).

The ASR, MT and TTS components are first described in
Sections 2, 3 and 4, respectively. Then, experiments are re-
ported in Section 5, and conclusions in Section 6.

2. Streaming ASR
State-of-the-art ASR systems are based on the hybrid ap-
proach [11]. Bidirectional Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM)
networks have shown to deliver highly competitive results for
acoustic modelling in a wide range of ASR tasks [12, 13, 14].
Likewise, Transformer models have recently become the pre-
ferred choice for language modeling [15], though unidirectional
LSTM recurrent neural networks are also widely used [16].

Our ASR component consists of a streaming-optimized
one-pass decoder using acoustic and language models also op-
timized for streaming [6, 7]. In brief, we move from a sentence-
based to a chunk-based training strategy, in which the input sig-
nal is processed by a sliding window over the audio stream.
The acoustic score of each audio frame is computed within the
limited past and future contexts imposed by the sliding win-
dow. On the other hand, decoder hypotheses are also scored us-
ing a Transformer language model whose computational cost is
kept under control by pruning and variance regularization tech-
niques [17].
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3. Simultaneous Machine Translation
Mainstream MT architectures [18] require the entire source sen-
tence to be available before generating its corresponding trans-
lation. On the contrary, simultaneous MT systems are character-
ized by a translation policy that dictates, at each point, whether
enough context is available, or if we must wait for additional in-
put words. These policies can be either fixed [19], if they used a
set of simple deterministic rules, or adaptative [20] if they also
depend on the specific input words which are available.

In this work, the fixed wait-k policy [19] is used. This pol-
icy waits for k words to be processed in the source text before
starting the translation process. Then, every word processed in
the source text generates a word in the target text. Additionally,
we use the multi-k approach [9] to train systems that seamlessly
may switch between different k at inference time, by sampling
a random value for k for each training batch. This approach has
been shown to obtain competitive results compared with the lat-
est adaptative policies. An additional advantage of choosing a
fixed policy is that the latency between words is fixed and con-
sistent. In contrast, it has been observed that adaptative poli-
cies sometimes have spurious, longer than usual delays when
translating between some input words. This fact greatly hinders
the naturalness of the downstream TTS system. Thus, the pre-
vention of these harmful long-tail events is another important
reason for choosing a fixed policy over an adaptative one.

4. Incremental Multilingual Text-To-Speech
4.1. Adapted prefix-to-prefix framework

Conventional TTS models are designed to generate the speech
signal corresponding to a given sentence or full semantical unit.
When considering the tight response time constraints of a simul-
taneous S2S pipeline, it is unpractical to wait until the translated
sentence is completed to start the synthesis process. This would
incur in significant delays for the speech synthesis, particularly
for long utterances.

Inspired on the prefix-to-prefix framework adopted for si-
multaneous MT [19], [21] proposes an adaptation for the incre-
mental TTS task. Under this framework adapted to our case, the
spectrogram and waveform are incrementally generated as

yt = Φ(x≤g(t), y<t) (1)
wt = Ψ(y≤h(t), w<t) (2)

where x, y and w represent the input text, the speech spectro-
gram and the audio waveform, respectively; and g(t) and h(t)
are monotonic functions that define the number of words in
Eq. 1 or frames in Eq. 2, being conditioned on when generat-
ing the outputs for the tth word.

For the spectrogram generation g(t), we follow the same
lookahead-k policy as in [21]

g(t) = min(t+ k, |x|). (3)

We also introduce a maximum history context size δy to
limit the computational complexity of the incremental text-to-
spectrogram inference process, so that Eq. 1 becomes

yt = Φ(x
g(t)
t−δy , y

t−1
t−δy ). (4)

For the waveform generation, we condition the neural vocoder
model on the generated spectrograms for word t plus an ad-
ditional small context from word t − 1. In particular, we set

Figure 1: Proposed multilingual multi-speaker TTS model ar-
chitecture. Dashed lines are training-only connections.

h(t) = t and we define a maximum history context size δw cor-
responding to the number of trailing frames from word t − 1
that will be used as context. We do not use future context for
the vocoding step as the waveform reconstruction does not rely
on long term context.

4.2. Model architecture

Our model is based on ForwardTacotron1, which is an open-
source non-autoregressive variant of Tacotron [22] inspired on
duration informed neural TTS models like FastSpeech [23] or
DurIAN [24]. Fig. 1 depicts our modifications introduced in the
original model architecture mentioned above.

First, we replace the encoder module with the simplified
architecture proposed in Tacotron-2 [25] shown at the bottom
of Fig. 1. Second, we introduce speaker and language embed-
dings as in [26]. Input characters are converted into a phoneme
sequence, where equivalent phonemes are shared across lan-
guages. The language embedding helps disambiguate phoneme
pronunciations between languages. In addition, we introduce
an adversarial speaker classifier as in [26] to prevent encoder
hidden states from containing speaker-related information. Fi-
nally, we replace the vanilla upsampling through repetition
(also known as length regulator module) with the Gaussian up-
sampling approach recently proposed in [27], which has been
shown to improve speech naturalness. After upsampling, we
add Transformer-style sinusoidal positional embeddings of a
frame position with respect to the current phoneme as in [28].

The text-to-spectrogram models are trained using a combi-
nation of theL1 loss and the structural similarity index measure
(SSIM) between the predicted and the target spectrograms, and
Hubber loss for logarithmic duration prediction [29]. Cross-
entropy loss is used for training the adversarial speaker classi-
fier.

The public Multi-band MelGAN implementation2 is used
for reconstructing the audio waveform conditioned on the gen-
erated spectrograms, which is able to generate high quality
speech with a real-time factor of 0.03 on CPU [30].

1https://github.com/as-ideas/ForwardTacotron
2https://github.com/kan-bayashi/ParallelWaveGAN
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Table 1: English and Spanish Europarl-ST subsets considered
to train TTS models.

Source language Hours Words Speakers

English 72.5 723K 282
Spanish 27.5 276K 85

Table 2: ASR results in terms of WER [%] on the English and
Spanish Europarl-ST test sets.

System English Spanish

Offline 12.7 9.8
Streaming 13.4 10.7

5. Experiments
In this section, we first describe the Europarl-ST dataset, then
individual components are evaluated with special emphasis on
the TTS component, and finally latency figures of the complete
S2S system are reported.

5.1. Corpus description

Europarl-ST [10] is a multilingual spoken language translation
dataset built from the European Parliament debates archive in
the period between 2008 and 2012. In its more recent version
(v1.1), it contains paired <audio, transcription, translation>
samples covering 9 different official European languages. The
transcription in the original source language of the MEP inter-
vention and their corresponding translations are available for
different source-target language pairs. In this work, the train-
noisy subsets of this dataset are discarded.

To train TTS models, English and Spanish train, dev and
test subsets Europarl-ST were jointly considered. Conflictive
samples containing OOV symbols, dates, acronyms, etc. were
filtered out. The resulting number of hours, words and speakers
per language are given in Table 1.

5.2. ASR and MT evaluation

General-purpose English and Spanish ASR systems were
trained on a collection of thousands of speech transcribed hours
from public and private datasets according to the recipe de-
scribed in [8]. A sliding-window segmenter [31] is applied
to the ASR output in order to define chunks to be fed to the
MT component. The performance of these systems was eval-
uated in terms of Word Error Rate (WER). Table 2 provides
WER figures in percentage for offline and streaming ASR sys-
tems, showing only a small degradation as a result of the limited
speech context available to the latter.

Similarly, we trained English and Spanish simultaneous
MT systems on millions of sentence pairs from OPUS parallel
public datasets [32]. Table 3 reports comparative BLEU [33]
scores on the Europarl-ST corpus between the conventional of-
fline system and a range of simultaneous wait-k MT systems
as a function of k. As shown in Table 3, there is a relevant
gap in performance between the offline and simultaneous MT
systems, which decreases as the value of k increases. Values
of k higher than 8 bring negligible quality improvements. The
BLEU difference between both systems when the simultaneous
wait-k system works in offline mode (k = 100) is due to the
use of an unidirectional encoder instead of a bidirectional one.

Table 3: BLEU scores of the offline and simultaneous wait-k
MT systems on the Europarl test set.

System k English-Spanish Spanish-English

Offline - 47.4 41.3

Wait-k

1 32.2 31.0
2 37.8 33.9
4 42.6 35.1
8 44.1 36.0

32 44.3 36.1
100 44.3 36.2

In streaming settings, translation quality and response-time
should be balanced. For lower response-time setups, such as
k=2 and k=4, the incurred gap ranges from 5 to 9 BLEU points.
All in all, the BLEU scores achieved by simultaneous MT sys-
tems (' 34-43) indicate that the quality of these systems is ac-
curate enough for a TTS component downstream.

5.3. TTS training details

We trained a reference full-sentence model, and lookahead
models with values k ∈ {0, 1, 2}. The latter were trained by
randomly selecting the first n words from each training sample
for each epoch, and limiting the lookahead context to a maxi-
mum of k subsequent words.

The models were trained on the English and Spanish
Europarl-ST subsets detailed in Table 1. We set the sample rate
to 22kHz and extracted 100 bin log magnitude Mel-scale spec-
trograms with Hann windowing, 50ms window length, 12.5ms
hop size and 1024 point Fourier transform. Phoneme dura-
tions were extracted by training an autoregressive attention-
based Tacotron-2 model. Models were trained for 160K steps
with batch size 48 and an initial learning rate of 0.0005, which
was decayed by half every 40K steps. We used the Adam opti-
mizer [34] with default parameters and gradient clipping at 1.

To reduce the harmful effects of noisy samples (i.e. contain-
ing significant background noise or inaccurate transcriptions),
after 5K steps we masked the loss from those samples within
the batch for which the L1 loss was above a certain threshold.
This threshold was computed dynamically as the median plus λ
times the median absolute deviation of the L1 loss from the last
5 batches, where λ was manually adjusted empirically.

On inference time, we fixed the maximum history context
size parameter δy introduced in Section 4.1 to 6 words in all ex-
periments. Ma et al. [21] define a chunk-level inference proce-
dure so that the minimum number of words to synthesize at each
step is such that the current chunk contains at least l phonemes
(where l is a manually defined hyperparameter). We set l to 6.

5.4. TTS evaluation

To evaluate the naturalness and quality of the synthetic speech,
we used 20 particularly long utterances as test set, 10 for each
language, where each sample corresponds to a different speaker.
We evaluated the speech naturalness of both regular and cross-
lingual samples through a 5-scale Mean Opinion Score (MOS)
subjective listening test. We also assessed the cross-lingual
voice cloning capabilities of the proposed model by analyzing
the speaker similarity between the synthetic and ground-truth
utterances from the same speaker. Ten native Spanish speakers
with proficiency of the English language participated in the sub-
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Table 4: Speech naturalness MOS with 95% CI.

Regular English Spanish

k=0 3.03 ± 0.22 2.67 ± 0.23
k=1 3.17 ± 0.22 3.44 ± 0.21
k=2 3.33 ± 0.22 3.44 ± 0.24

Full-sentence 4.15 ± 0.20 4.17 ± 0.19

Cross-lingual English Spanish

k=0 2.85 ± 0.22 2.26 ± 0.22
k=1 3.23 ± 0.20 2.77 ± 0.23
k=2 3.18 ± 0.20 2.97 ± 0.21

Full-sentence 4.04 ± 0.19 3.99 ± 0.20

Table 5: Speaker similarity MOS with 95% CI of cross-lingual
samples compared with a reference utterance.

Model English Spanish

Full-sentence 3.84 ± 0.22 3.67 ± 0.21

jective listening test. The reader is encouraged to listen to the
cross-lingual synthetic samples 3.

Table 4 shows the 5-scale naturalness MOS with 95% confi-
dence intervals (CI) for the different model configurations, both
for English and Spanish, for regular and cross-lingual samples.
We can appreciate a small degradation on the speech naturalness
for the cross-lingual synthesis (e.g. 4.0 compared to 4.2 for the
full-sentence case). Nevertheless, this gap is small and endorses
the satisfactory performance of the proposed cross-lingual ap-
proach. It can be also noted how speech naturalness is degraded
for incremental TTS configurations. We hypothesize this is due
to two main factors. First, the impact of limiting the context
both to past and future words. Second, the unnatural duration of
pauses introduced between consecutive chunks due to the pro-
posed incremental prefix-to-prefix approach.

Table 5 shows 5-scale speaker similarity MOS with 95% CI
measuring how the cross-lingual synthesized voice resembles
that of the original speaker. We limited this evaluation to the
full-sentence scenario as the incremental settings should have
little impact regarding voice cloning capabilities.

5.5. S2S latency evaluation

The accumulated latency of the English � Spanish S2S sys-
tems are measured similarly to [35, 31]. We define accumula-
tive chunk-level latencies at five successive points in the S2S
pipeline, as the time elapsed between the last word of a chunk
being spoken and: 1) The consolidated hypothesis for that
chunk is provided by the ASR system; 2) The segmenter de-
fines that chunk on the ASR consolidated hypothesis; 3) The
MT system translates the chunk defined by the segmenter; 4)
The TTS finishes synthesizing the translated chunk; 5) The syn-
thesized audio playback is finished. The latter is closely related
to the Ear-Voice Span (EVS) metric commonly used in simul-
taneous interpretation . All five latency figures are reported in
Table 6 for both translation directions. Latency tests were run
on a NVIDIA GeForce GTX 2080 Ti.

The latency added by the segmentation is mostly explained
by the consolidation of the ASR output, that also depends on the

3All generated cross-lingual synthetic samples are available at
https://mllp.upv.es/interspeech21-demo/

Table 6: Accumulative latency mean and standard deviation in
seconds for the successive points in the S2S pipeline.

Model English-Spanish Spanish-English

1) ASR 2.7 ± 1.5 1.8 ± 1.2
2) Segmenter 3.5 ± 1.8 2.8 ± 1.3
3) MT (k = 4) 5.2 ± 2.4 4.3 ± 2.0
4) TTS
k = 0 5.6 ± 2.5 4.6 ± 2.0
k = 1 5.8 ± 2.6 4.8 ± 2.2
k = 2 6.0 ± 2.7 5.1 ± 2.3

5) Playback
k = 0 8.1 ± 1.7 6.4 ± 1.6
k = 1 8.7 ± 1.7 7.1 ± 1.7
k = 2 9.1 ± 1.7 7.6 ± 1.7

long-range dependencies of the neural language models behind.
The wait-k (k = 4) policy of MT and the lookahead-k policy
of TTS define the corresponding latencies introduced by these
components of the pipeline.

The playback delay is explained by the impossibility to re-
cover from the delays introduced in previous chunks when the
synthesized speech in the target language is longer or equal to
the original speech in the source language. This could be ad-
dressed by explicitly controlling the speaking rate of the syn-
thetic speech. The EVS latency of our S2S system configuration
ranges approximately from 7 to 9 seconds. This is an acceptable
range, not far from that of human interpreters, which varies be-
tween 3 to 6 seconds [36]. Nevertheless, the S2S pipeline com-
ponents can be tuned for a trade-off between response time and
translation performance, depending on the application needs.

6. Conclusions
This paper presented a state-of-the-art simultaneous S2S sys-
tem composed of streaming ASR, simultaneous MT and multi-
lingual incremental TTS components connected in a cascaded
manner. The proposed speech synthesis architecture enables
cross-lingual synthesis while preserving reasonably similar vo-
cal characteristics. We analyzed the impact of limiting the
future context for the proposed incremental TTS approach in
terms of speech naturalness, and provided latency figures for the
individual components of the pipeline. The figures presented for
the streaming ASR and simultaneous MT, as well as the sub-
jective speech naturalness MOS achieved by the proposed TTS
models makes us very optimistic about the utilization of these
technologies in real-life applications.

As future work, individual components in the S2S pipeline
can be improved by incorporating long-span dependency neu-
ral models that naturally take advantage of a streaming scenario
to improve system accuracy. We will also investigate the im-
pact of directly controlling the synthesis speaking rate to re-
cover from the successively added delays in the playback for
very long speech segments.
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